Abstract-Single threaded applications cannot catch up with parallel systems when it comes to scalability mainly because of the clock frequency limitation of modern CPUs and economical reasons. Using shared memory or distributed memory architectures parallel systems can provide tremendous speed up compared to single threaded systems. CUDA, a shared memory parallel software, is considered to be a powerful language because of its easy thread management aspect and support for GPUs. Gauss blurring is a well-known image processing technique which reduces image noise and detail. Because of the high computation requirement of this technique, single threaded applications exhibit poor performance. In this paper we show that orders of magnitude speed up can be achieved by carrying out this operation on CUDA architecture with the help of high parallelism.
I. INTRODUCTION
High performance computers gained significant popularity in the last decade because of the unprecedented growth rate in data sizes. Despite the rapid developments in computer architectures, more powerful systems are needed to solve complex problems and to deal with huge data sets. In order to alleviate this problem, parallel computer systems are used. Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), designed by NVIDIA, is a parallel processing architecture which allows significant performance improvement with the help of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) [1] . CUDA enabled GPU has been increasingly used in a number of areas such as image and video processing in chemistry and biology, fluid dynamic simulations, computerized tomography (CT) etc. by software developers, scientists and researchers [2] . Gauss blurring is a common technique to reduce details and image noise.
In this study, we apply this technique for different image sizes by running a parallel GPU based CUDA software on a shared-memory architecture and compare the performance with traditional CPU based programs. We show that GPU based CUDA can provide order of magnitude speed up for derivations of Gaussian blurring methods compared to other architectures where there is no parallelism.
II. CONTRIBUTIONS AND [3] worked on applying image noise reduction methods on CUDA and adapted some well-known techniques. They achieved 500 frame per second (fps) image processing rate on GeFOrce8800 GTX graphic card for a sample image which has dimensions 320×408.
In this study, we compare application of naive sequential Gaussian blurring process with parallel CUDA architecture with multi-threading for various images with different sizes. Based on our observations such as time and speed-up, an optimal number for grid, block and thread is determined. For instance, using CUDA for fast blurring and filtering in MR application provides significant performance improvement.
III. NVIDIA, CUDA ARCHITECTURE AND THREADS
Many studies show that CUDA applications run faster than traditional CPU based applications [2] , [4] - [7] . The basic intuition behind this fact is the benefit of extreme parallelism provided by GPU architecture. The GPUs do not require a flow control mechanism as in CPUs since the GPUs are primarily used for repeating image processing for every single pixel, collecting 3D, signal processing applications and complex calculations. Therefore the GPUs are designed to improve parallel data processing capability rather than an improved caching and flow control mechanism as in CPUs.
Installation of distributed systems and usage of parallel programming software systems such as PVM, MPI have always been a challenging task. Moreover, current shared memory parallel software libraries, called as OpenMp, POSIX threads and Win 32/64 threads, cannot divide one software into many parallel threads. The aforementioned shared memory software libraries can work only on CPU. CUDA can overcome those difficulties since it is a powerful parallel programming software that runs on graphical processors. CUDA can run any program written in C on GPU in a multi-threaded fashion since it is a C based language [8] .
In CUDA architecture, threads execute on streaming processors (SP). Streaming multiprocessor (SM) is a hardware structure contains eight SP which forms the graphic card itself [2] , [9] . CUDA creates parallelism automatically and therefore handles many difficulties. A program written in CUDA is essentially considered to be a serial software called "kernel". CUDA runs thousands of copies of these kernels in parallel. CUDA is an extension of C language and therefore there is no need to direct programs to CUDA or to change their architectures for making them multi-threaded [10] .
Parallel processing on GPU is accomplished through the driver software developed by vendors. When the software is operated, CPU processes the serial part of the code and GPU processes the CUDA code which requires parallel computation. GPU part of code is called "Kernel". Kernel describes some processes that will be applied to certain data sets. GPU creates a separate kernel copy for each data set. These sets are called thread. A group of 512 threads forms a single block and 65536 threads forms a grid respectively [10] . Each thread has a program counter, register and state register. For image and data processing, millions of parallel threads are created and executed. CUDA technology exploits the parallel computation power of GPUs with many parallel threads. Each thread owns its own decision mechanism. Each thread owns an ID number and can operate on same code in parallel fashion [8] , [10] .
IV. GAUSSIAN BLURRING
The process of blurring an image via a gauss function is called Gaussian blurring. In general, this method is used to reduce image noise and details on graphic software, computer vision and image processing applications. In this technique the main idea is to update the value of a pixel with the average of neighbour pixels. Instead of computing the average of all neighbour pixels, we calculate a weighted average of them. If this value converges on related blur pixel, this shows average weight of each pixel has largest value. Simply, Gaussian blurring method helps to find the weight of each neighbour pixel.
Two dimensional Gaussian functions are shown in Fig. 1 . Blur pixel has the peak value when it is compared with other neighbour weighted average pixels. The figure tells us that the maximum distance is five pixels for a picture and it is divided into equal parts. Thus, one can conclude that the window size is ten which is also called kernel size [11] - [13] . The weight of main pixel and the other weights of less weighted pixels can be calculated as in (1) Gaussian equation [11] , [13] . 
In this equation the parameters are explained as follows:
  blur factor: If this value increase, image will blur.
 e : euler number  x : Horizontal distance to centre pixel  y :Vertical distance to centre pixel According to this equation, x and y distances will be zero for centre pixel. When distance increases from centre pixel x 2 +y 2 value will increase and weights will decrease. If this formula is applied to two dimensions, bell shape distribution appears from contour centre point and forms homocentric circle surfaces. These distribution values are used for making a convolution matrix. That matrix is applied to original image. Every new value of pixels can be computed by weighted averaging of itself and neighbour pixels. Centre pixel takes highest average weight. Nonetheless, the weight of the neighbour pixels is directly proportional to the distance to the centre. This process comes to a conclusion with a blur, conserves borders and edges [11] .
We must apply kernel matrix to every pixel for obtaining blur image. For instance, if we want blur twenty five valued pixel, we will change twenty five with averaged value of that pixel and its neighbours. We acquire the new weight factors by multiplying changed values and kernel matrix. We maintain this process by cycling and getting a blur image. Expression of time complexity in this algorithm is [11] :
O(rows * cols * kernelwidth * kernelheight)
While applying gauss blur to rows and columns, same results are acquired. Thus, it does not need to pass every pixel. In this case time complexity is [11] : O(rows * cols * kernelheight + rows * cols* kernelwidth) We can see application of Gaussian blurring algorithm to MR head image in Fig. 2 . The general purpose of this operation is: in order to reduce image noise and details for detecting edges of MR head image [14] . This is to ensure that spurious high-frequency information does not appear in the image that affects the causes of different signals to become indistinguishable. Gaussian blurring is an appropriate solution for MR head images which have no sharp edges.
In Fig. 2 , the original image is shown in the upper left (sigma=1). Varying s from 0.5 to 5.5 in steps of 0.5 blurs the other images from left to right and top to bottom [14] .
V. PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION
This study is implemented in C language in CUDA 5.0, OpenCV 2.4.3 and Visual Studio 2012 environment with the machine configuration parameters in Table I.   TABLE I: TEST MACHINE CUDA C extends standard C language and provides describing C functions that are called kernel to users. When kernel functions run N times, they work in parallel on N channels. This property of kernel separates from familiar C functions [15] , [16] . The primary parallel construct is a data-parallel, SPMD kernel function. A kernel function invocation explicitly creates many CUDA threads [17] . CUDA thread organization is shown as Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Example of CUDA grid, block and channel structure [7] .
Gaussian blurring process is made on image in the following host-device structure by way of effecting kernel functions and determining thread numbers in parallelization process by changing grid, block sizes. Results of this process and best performance results are compared as shown in Table  II . Optimum grid, block and thread numbers are found with these functions. Table II , Gaussian blurring process on non-parallel method takes much more time than that on parallel method. This is particularly valid for images with larger sizes.
As shown in Table II , a speed up of 116.07 can be achieved for an image of 1024×680=475KB. The Gaussian blurring Learning and Computing, Vol. 5, No. 1, February 2015 process takes about 155 ms on GPU whereas the same operation takes 1780 ms on CPU. We take the best result in 256 thread (16×16×1) and 2752 grid size (64×43×1). Fig. 4 shows the GPU time and Fig. 5 shows the speed-up graphics for 1024×680=475KB size image. When the number of threads is set to 4=2×2×1, the program triggers an error and cannot accomplish the task as the grid size exceeds the supported size of our current display card. 
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VII. CONCLUSION
Gaussian blurring process can be conducted by using CUDA architecture and multi-thread support. In this study we applied this technique on various sizes of images and compared the results. We considered performance metrics such as time and speed-up in order to choose optimal grid, block and thread number. This study proves that height and width values of the desired image is directly related to grid, block, and channel values. We show that mistuning the grid, block and channel parameters can cause fatal errors as it can cause memory access violation. Even if the application runs successfully the observed results would not be correct.
The results show that high performance processing that is typically obtained by expensive hardware can be achieved by using shared-memory parallel CUDA software in a cost-effective fashion. For instance, using CUDA architecture on MR images for blurring and filtering will be a fast and cost effective solution.
